Specified Metals is introducing an innovative new laminate called Ultra Matte. Ultra Matte is a revolutionary new type of laminate surface based on nanotechnology.

It is a highly scratch resistant laminate surface which feels silky to the touch and leaves virtually no fingerprints behind. Try it!
ULTRA MATTE

An evolution of laminate, Ultra Matte stands out for being a matte decorative surface with extremely appealing tactile qualities.

UM003 - Ultra Matte Gray
UM002 - Ultra Matte White

Specifications
Thickness: .8mm
Width: 1300mm / 51 3/16"
Length: 3050mm / 120 1/16"

Notes

Contact
Specified Metals
391 Hickory Street
Mount Airy, NC 27030
336.755.2587
www.specifiedmetals.com